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Abstract
This paper will explore the current model of museums
as a civic institution, their current role in society and
why a reevaluation of contemporary civic institutional
design is needed; especially in rural regions.
Critiques on museums by outside sources and
examples from vernacular architecture will help
provide the insight necessary to understand the
potential of a civic institution. Is it possible for these
two models of architecture to come together to aid in
the revival of mountainous rural areas such as West
Virginia? Can these two architectural models work to
create a strong community, to educate, and to
integrate technology and work as a hub for outer lying
regions? The current outlook on the state is
problematic to the citizens of the state and their ability
to further strengthen their cultural identity. The paper
exploration will be tied with a design exploration to
introduce a new kind of civic institution directly
catering to the mountainous region of West Virginia.
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The Museum: Finding its Place in Rural America

Introduction
“Country people have their minds ground
sharp. Their knowledge does not bob on the
surface. It sinks and melts into the wholeness
of their experience. They might be ignorant
about distant matters but they know who they
are.” – Henry Glassie1
The current model of museums and other
buildings that house community activities
provides many intellectual, social and cultural
resources. Every museum should have a
deeply rooted connection with its community
that is uniquely its own.2 Civic engagement
occurs when museum and community intersect
– it is an active visible participant in civic life, a
safe haven for many. Museums are such a
place of trust for many members of
communities. Time after time museums are
being invented in presentation but still lack a
feeling of place and connection to the
community. Museums are not often places of
change, as they seem to solely focus on a
connection of the past rather than the
advancement of the future.
In many areas, museums are not living up to
their potential. While they work to serve the
community, they lack the provision of social
engagement outside of their immediate
context. Many facilities tend to only serve a
certain group of the community. As America is
changing culturally, the museum has made
efforts to “remain a vital part of the American
landscape, connecting people with the greatest

achievements of the human experience, past,
present and future.” The museum has done
little to attract a broader audience, especially
those who may not visit museums regularly.3
A
new
conception
of
museum-like
infrastructure needs to occur, especially in
rural areas and regions where economic status
and generalizations have over-taken the
perceptions of the people living there.
A truly civic building opens itself to the entire
community and speaks to a larger region
through
a
reflection
of
cultural
and
geographical vernacular. It is informed by and
expresses the regions local arts, beliefs,
education and physical site conditions. Can the
identity of people in rural communities be
reconstructed through architecture inspired by
the vernacular of the region? The answer must
address many things: The building should be
site specific and emphasize its regional
architecture to create a culturally diverse and
educated community. A civic building should
also work to reach a broad array of people
throughout the region. By including a diverse
range of people within the region change in
perception can occur and identities begin to
strengthen. The journey will be to discover
what kind of infrastructure promotes each of
these ideas better than a museum in a rural
region.
This paper will explore the current model of
museums as a civic institution, their current
role in society and why a reevaluation of
contemporary civic institutional design is
needed; especially in rural regions. Critiques
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on museums by outside sources and examples
from vernacular architecture will help provide
the insight necessary to understand the
potential of a civic institution’s ability to form
closer community, educate, and integrate
technology and work as a hub for outer lying
regions.
History of Museums
The contemporary museum dates back to as
early as the 17th century, although for
centuries the Latin word museum has had a
variety of meanings.
In classical times it
signified a temple dedicated to the Muses,
evolving into places to study and repositories
of collections. During Greek and Roman times,
the museum was kept alive by hoards of votive
offerings including gold, silver, paintings and
other objects. Many of the paintings and
sculptures would often be displayed in forums
or public gardens and many wealthy people
often displayed such objects in their homes.

Memory, culture, and identity deeply influence
the character and value of a community and its
members5. However, over the last twenty
years, attendance at museums, galleries, and
performing arts institutions in the United
States has decreased dramatically6 and the
very identity of the museum has come into
question. Many people, including donors,
artists,
businesspeople,
and
museum
professionals have begun to examine the
function and purpose of museums.7
Brian O’Doherty, author of Inside the White
Cube, addresses the change of the museum to
see things in relation to their context. In his
investigation of the museum he breaks down
the modernist art gallery, (a white cube), into
three critical sections. He explores how the
white cube affects the piece of art itself, the
subject viewing the piece of art, and how the
cube consumes the artwork’s true meaning.

During the Middle Ages the idea of the
museum was kept alive in Western Europe.
Most churches, cathedrals and monasteries
were the homes to gold, silver, paintings,
manuscripts and other rich objects that would
be housed in the museum.
Over the years the notion of the modern
museum developed as a result of people
having a keen sense of their past and their
current cultural predicaments. In the 16th
century, the gallery and cabinet appeared to
express the new museum concept. Each of the
spaces was for collections rarely open to the
public; used for pleasure by princes, popes and
plutocrats. The gallery signified an exhibition
area for pictures and sculpture while the
cabinet, a square shaped room, was filled with
stuffed animals, botanical rarities, medallions
and statuettes and artifacts.
By the 17th and 18th centuries museums began
opening to the public.
In Europe and the
United States, museums began to offer visiting
hours. By 1900, American museums were
becoming centers of education and public
enlightenment. 4
The Ways of Museums
Today,
museums
are
considered
vital
institutions for preserving memory, culture,
and to help sustain identity of a person or
persons belonging to a specific culture.

Figure 1. Gallery Space as described by O’Doherty

O’Doherty describes the gallery space as an
“evenly lightened ‘cell’”, that intimately frames
the history of modernism. As a viewer we tend
to see the space before we recognize the real
reason we are in the space: the artwork. He
states,
“The ideal gallery subtracts from the
artwork all cues that interfere with the
fact that it is art. The work is isolated
from everything that would detract
from its own evaluation of itself. This
gives the space a presence possessed
by other spaces where conventions are
preserved through the repetition of a
closed system of values”8
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The gallery space is “unshadowed, white, clean
and artificial”. 9 Dedicated to the aesthetics of
a space the art exists in an eternal display,
with no evidence of time. The art is completely
separated from daily life and historical time so
that it can appear on its own. What some call
as appropriate, others see as inspiration; while
some view glasses boxes as a form of cultural
imprisonment, others see them as a way of
preserving heritage for future generations’
what some call channeling of consciousness,
others term consciousness-raising.10
Artist Stephen Willats, has been an active
participant in reevaluating museums. In his
work Willats attempts to break artists out of
the museum context. Willats feels that the ‘art
museum’ is represented as a context that
defines a social environment that from the
outside world is to be looked up as a symbol of
transmissional authority”.11 He believes art
should have a “dynamic, interactive social
function”.12
Willats has made socially engaged art since the
1960s, creating multimedia works to examine
the structures that govern us, the ways in
which we interact with one another, and the
role of the arts as an agent for change. Since
he began working, Willats has conducted many
interviews,
written
many
articles
and
completed a variety of projects. His role in
socially engaged art began when he decided to
look at how artists might operate outside of an
art institution.
According to Willats:
“Institutions of art are still objectbased, based on the idea of mortality,
a celebration of icons of ideal types
and so on. I'm very interested in how
artists
might
operate
within
institutions, how we might use them in
a different way, because the world we
live in doesn't have to be this way, it
could be different. You can take
something that seems set in stone but
it isn't really, it's just your perception
of it.”13
Willats emphasizes the value in his work as an
artist by using a range of media. He begins by
drawing and using a variety of diagrams to
study communities, and to demonstrate his
complex ideas. Once he has completed his
studies, he uses other media such as painting,
signage, and installations to reach out to the

community. Willats does not always produce
the work himself; he engages the community
by using their paintings in publicly displayed
areas. He states that his “work engages the
audience in a new way of encountering art in
society. I am not talking about compliance, but
something
more
active,
a
mutual
understanding,
an
interaction
between
people.”14
Museums have been the primary medium for
public access, understanding and appreciation
of art since the 19th century. And they connect
a large and diverse public to humanity’s artistic
and cultural heritage. A shift in attitudes,
expectations and intentions for museums has
occurred. The connection of effectively
integrating the interpretation of art with
architecture has proven to be a challenge
during this shift. Does the new style of
museums emerging truly create an effective
environment to interpret art rather than
drawing attention to the emergence of
dramatic architectural statement?
In his Museum as Medium, Dan Monroe
addresses the current debate of the museum
and how their service to displaying art has
changed.
Moore wants to know if the
museums are about architecture, art or
neither. The success of museums as
institutions is a testament of different cultures
wanting to show their creative spirit and
expression, strong aspirations and celebration
of identity. Yet the things that have kept
museums alive are not always in alignment
with the museum’s architecture.
The white
cube gallery became the standard museum
gallery space designed in the International
Style and remains so today. Many architects,
such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis Kahn and
Renzo Piano, have taken their own approach to
the museum over the years. Museums are still
being reinvented but with little success in
realizing the importance of integrating the
museum as a medium for the presentation and
interpretation of art, and art museum as a
medium for architecture. The challenges
museums face include the great change in
functional requirements. The museum has
become quite multifunctional housing social
events, educational activities, shopping, and
dining. With all of the challenges of today’s
cultures how can the museum be adapted to
allow the participant truly able to grasp
everything the museum is providing and instill
a sense of place and identity? A seamless
integration
of
architectural
expression,
interpretation of art, and the visitor experience
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should be our goal. Achieving such requires
attention to the art museum as a medium, with
a unique ability to enrich people’s lives in
material ways.15
Incorporating
into Museums

Vernacular

Architecture

Architecture has the ability to connect people
to the whole of culture, through its distinct
mode of interaction and interpretation, a trait
that distinguishes it from other varieties of
communications. Culture is resistant to
change. This does not mean that culture
cannot change, but that the conditions for
change must already be present. There must
be a reason to change that is evident to the
majority of the population.16 It is important for
architects to demonstrate imaginative ways to
incorporate the culture into the architectural
processes in order to begin the fundamental
shift in culture. The start of this process has
begun differently for many cultures, but it is
always tied to notions of vernacular.
Vernacular aids in creating a sense of place
and identity for a culture. It is tied directly to
the history and geography of an area,
emphasizing strong cultural values of the
region. Vernacular architecture uses innovative
techniques in materials and thoughtful
considerations of design and construction to
best reflect the cultural identify of a region.
Each element of design is taken into account to
make the structure adaptable with respect to
modern society. This approach aids in
communal interaction, and as a result
strengthens the identity of people in a region.
The approach to express ideas of vernacular
can vary depending on the way it is being
integrated into a community or region.
A number of architects are presently
pioneering new ways to integrate community,
identity, and place in a meaningful way by
creating architecture that is expressive of a
region’s culture and informed by site
conditions.

The large open field of the island is used for
agriculture. Houses sit just inside of the lightly
wooded perimeter of the fields. Community
buildings are located at the downstream end of
the island, loosely organized in a U-shaped
arrangement around a grassy common space
open to the north. Patkau has worked tediously
to make sure that the infrastructure is also a
reflection of the community and its strong
culture.

Figure 2. Patkau Architect’s Seabird Island School

The Seabird Island Schools infrastructure is a
reflection of the traditional Salish building
technique which is representative of the native
culture. It is composed of heavy timber postand-beam construction. The heavy timber
construction mediates the extreme climate
from the north while taking advantage of the
southern exposure. The large sculptural
volumes introduced on the north work as a
direct reflection of the mountainous terrain as
the school sits nestled in the valley. On the
south side the structure takes on a smaller
scale of open eaves to reflect the importance
of the Coastal Salish community. The eaves
extend the buildings use of community
facilities by reaching out to the grassed square.
18

One firm working to adapt architecture to the
needs and conditions of the local community is
Patkau Architects. The Seabird Island School
project is home to a conventional school
program, significantly informed by community
values.17 Located in British Columbia, the
school emphasizes the importance of the
interaction between the school and community
by its specific placement in the community.

Some architects have always based their work
on the idea of vernacular expression, rooting
themselves into their communities. Samuel
Mockbee (1944–2001) was an architect wellknown for founding Auburn University’s design
build program, Rural Studio. Mockbee took his
philosophies as an architect and engrained
them into his teaching methodologies.
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Through the Rural Studio, Mockbee explored
the use of architecture as pedagogy and social
activism. He could have set his studio abroad,
but instead, Mockbee, rooted his class in the
small towns and communities of Hale County,
Alabama. The county was in great need of
help; Mockbee and his students set out to
create a new environment for its occupants.
The Rural Studio took students out of the
classroom and placed them in the community
where they determined the needs and desires
of their client. The students later spent time
working in teams, to take ideas from design
phases through physical construction for their
client. Structures built by the team of students
were thoughtfully considered by addressing
site and use of material. The structures
implemented a unique integration of salvaged,
recycled, or reapplied materials to reflect the
cultural and vernacular context of the area. "I
want to be over the edge, environmentally,
aesthetically, and technically," said Mockbee. 19
Mockbee’s ideas led students of Rural Studio to
be given the nick name ‘citizen architects.’ “As
Mockbee led his students on the path to
becoming ‘citizen architects,’ he defined his
own personal humanistic and profound
responsibility as an architect by intersecting
architecture with the community. Mockbee’s
Rural Studio has helped to change the idea of
architectural education greatly and should
interweave its way into our new methods of
design. 20

Outside of the United States, measures are
being taken to help revitalize decaying
communities. Two artists have worked with
the process of making art to combat prejudices
in the slums of Brazil. Jeroen Koolhaas and Dre
Urhanh, as Haas&Hahn, paint throughout each
community. In Santa Marta in Rio de Janeirio
they have created a design for more than 30
houses that enclose the entrance piazza of the
small community. Haas&Hahn decided where
to paint and developed the design for the area
but employed local community members to
paint the space. Before painting begins,
community members are taught color theory,
different painting techniques and even safety
measures.

Figure 4. Image of painters on scaffolding.

The Brazil project was completed in about a
month, and the community driven artwork
helped its members to be more engaged with
one another and throughout the community.21
Each of these case studies is very different
from one another. Yet each emphasizes an
important element that should be integrated
into the current model of museums. The
Patkau project emphasizes the importance of
site and integrating the community into the
design. Mockbee works closely with the
community and has been able to help the
struggling community to create a language
fitting to their current predicament. Haas and
Hahn have also been able bring the community
together and given them a way to outwardly
celebrate their identity. Each of these aspects
can be integrated into a rural region to aid in
bringing to life the strong identity of the people
of the community.
Close to Home: The Tamarack

Figure 3. An important project of Mockbee and his
students, created from local recycled materials, the
Mason Bend Community Center.

I grew up in West Virginia in a rural community
that provided many opportunities to build
strong relationships with peers, community
leaders
and
educators.
Many
of
the
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organizations I became involved in instilled
values that would be important throughout my
academic career. Even now, the impacts of
these events are a strong reminder of where I
come from. Throughout an investigation of
museums and vernacular architecture I have
started to reflect upon my home state. The
history of the culture, geography, climate and
modes of transportation has all had a great
impact upon my home in the Appalachia’s
current perception of itself and to others.

showcase for all aspects of advancing West
Virginia arts, crafts and food products and
those who produce or perform them24. It was
named after the Tamarack tree: known for its
qualities of strength, amazing beauty, and the
versatility in adapting to survive various
climate conditions. From an aerial view the
tamarack resembles a starburst quilt pattern.
The approach to the cultural center reveals a
brightly colored red roof, with continuous
peaks, jutting along the roofline to mimic the
Appalachian Mountains.

Many people define place and community
differently due to culture, education, and
personal experience. People from rural areas,
such as West Virginia, tend to find their sense
of place through family, friends and the
mountains that create the state boundaries.22
Due to generic stereotypes and generalizes
created over the years, many areas lack the
internal support needed to fight these
perceptions. People living in a region affected
by negative perceptions need to change the
perception
of
themselves
and
their
surroundings before perceptions of the
community at large can be changed.
Figure 5. Entrance view of the Tamarack.

A rural region, such as West Virginia, has much
to offer both its residents and tourists. Those
unaware of the States strong place-making
values and identity still tend to indulge in the
stereotypes of Appalachia. The long history of
isolation and a reputation of a “peculiar” kind
of people hamper others ability to see
Appalachian’s celebrate their lives proudly. The
state has many available attractions, many
outdoor activities, and numerous historical
venues. One worthy attraction includes the
small, local museums scattered throughout the
small towns of West Virginia. But many of
those historical areas are off the beaten path,
unavailable to many or just too far away for
some to want to travel.
One of West Virginia’s most well-known
“museum” facilities that house gallery spaces,
offer food and classes, and also has a
functioning conference space, is the Tamarack.
The Tamarack is located in the New
River/Greenbrier Valley area in the town of
Beckley. It offers a variety of accommodations:
tourist information, gallery spaces, a theatre,
conference center, and a variety of shopping
that includes some of the states artisan
pottery, glass, and gourmet foods.23
The Tamarack was thoughtfully designed in
order to be a dynamic catalyst and premiere

While Tamarack works to expose local artists
and West Virginia’s strong cultural background,
it still seems to be oriented toward those who
can afford to pay for the musuem’s services; it
strongly caters to those dubbed the ‘turnpike
travelers’. Many only tend to visit Tamarack
while passing through the area, along the
turnpike, traveling to a completely different
destination. The Tamarack showcases West
Virginia’s strong historical background and art
and cultural vernacular but could work to
better emphasize the region’s culture to the
residents themselves, not just the turnpike
travelers.25
A Museum for Rural America
The current notion of museum spaces, derived
during High Modernism, often creates a sense
of false identity. Museums often create spaces
that lack character in which people of a specific
region can relate. The character of the
architecture should also provide something in
which the visitor can relate. The gallery space
should help create an experience that helps
one to realize their cultural identity or to learn
about the cultural identity of those living in the
region. While being educated on the identity of
one’s self, visitors should also be able to gain a
social experience. The connection made should
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not just be to the immediate surrounds of the
museum but for one to also remember where
and who they are in the current moment.
O’Doherty understood that a sterile space such
as the one described does not allow for such
experience. Reality is lost once one is in such a
sterilized space. It often feels as if we can no
longer experience anything if we don’t first
alienate it. Alienation may now be a necessary
preface to experience.26 As architects and
citizens we must break down the white cube
and insert the essence of the people
surrounding it. These spaces can be brought to
life by deep exploration of a regions vernacular
and site. Museums that do not embrace the
community around them, in turn weaken what
may have once been a strong, grounded
community.
We should work to change these spaces and
other civic institutions to cater better to their
geographic region and regional culture with
which they are located. We can do so by
providing other amenities such as educational
spaces, allowing new technology to be
available and responding to the regions site
and climate.
A structure specific to a rural community
should aid in overcoming generalizations about
the
region,
integrating
ideas
of
new
vernacular, use of technology, responding to
climate, and paying close attention to site. A
language should be developed through the
architects’ firsthand experience with the
community. The language created throughout
the design process should be specific to the
wants
and
needs
of
the
community.
Throughout the region separate communities
may have different wants and needs; therefore
there may be a single facility with individual
community branches. Spaces should not only
be art-oriented but have specific focuses on
art, education and technology. Part of the
facility should focus on the production of art by
local artisans, work as an educational tool
through historical context by using new
technologies, and provide other amenities
specific to site and climate. It may even be an
area of refuge in times of natural disaster. The
design solution may not work as a single piece
of infrastructure but as a network, weaving its
way throughout the rural community to meet
many wants and needs. The model of
museums discussed throughout this paper do
not allow for social interaction between
individuals. A design solution should create an
intervention of the spaces previously described
and integrate them into rural regions. It is

important as architects we find a way to make
a change and allow a strengthening of identity.
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POST-DESIGN CONCLUSION

Addendum: Post-Design Conclusion
Conclusion
My written thesis began as an exploration of
what I knew would be a larger exploration into
the history and current cultural predicament of
West Virginia. I felt that the initial research I
conducted for my paper gave me a solid
background to what I wanted to explore in the
design process. I had always known that my
site would be in West Virginia, so with my
research behind me I chose the stipulations for
my site.
I explored West Virginia in a number of ways
to select my site. I knew I wanted a town small
in population, (1000-5000 people), an area
with people of strong values and communal
strength and near a rail-trail, so that my
design could be present and utilized by not just
the people of the town but those traveling
through
the
area.
Through
tedious
investigation, I decided upon the town of
Shinnston, West Virginia. I was able to visit
Shinnston early in the fall of 2012, which
helped me to decide it was the correct location
for my design exploration. My visit with the
people of Shinnston helped me to create the
programming for my design. My programming
consisted of using arts in an educational way;
this is what the needs were of the community
according to those I spoke to. I would include
artistry work spaces, a ceramics studio large
enough to teach in, a gallery space to display
work done at the facility, meeting/conference
spaces and a number of educational spaces.
Not only would these elements serve
practically but also as a way to create place
and identity for the community members of
Shinnston.
My visit to Shinnston led me to believe that I
should choose a specific location. A location
outside of town along the rail trail was where I
would start my design. After much thought and
deliberation of this site, I changed my site. It
would now reside in an area closer to town,
still along the rail trail but provide a better
relationship to the river and better pedestrian
access.

My new site posed and interesting problem: a
topography change of 20 feet from top of site
to bottom of site, along the rail trail. I started
by looking at the different programmatic
relationships and how they could better
connect the site. Once I decided upon an
appropriate relationship (inside to outside) I
started designing. Through more exploration
the issues of site led me to work mostly in
section. I designed in section to better tie to
the landscape, trail, and water and to decide
on the movement throughout my building.
Working in section allowed me to better fit my
building into the landscape, work with the
climate, and create an interesting space for my
programmatic elements. I created two points
of access to my building that led to one entry.
One access point would be by use of vehicle
and the other strictly pedestrian. Those using
the trail can also access the lower amenities
along with interior access to my building.
Through movement and connection to the
outside, my building ties into existing
elements. It also allows the community to view
the artistic process, connecting with the
landscape also creating a connection to
existing community in the area and those
being housed in my design.
Further investigation of my building could
include exploring sustainable aspects such as
water
runoff, introducing
more
natural
ventilation and developing the pedestrian
access site more for the users. Another thing I
think I would like to do is contact the people of
Shinnston again and speak with them on how
they think my design would fit into their
community.
While my design fits nested into the location of
Shinnston, I also believe the programmatic
elements and design intent could also be
adapted to other areas of West Virginia. If
integrated, my hope is for it to continue to aid
in the revitalization of place and building back
the strong identity of those living in West
Virginia.

Preliminary Site Analysis:

Throughout my written thesis exploration, I had always known that the site for my design portion
of my thesis would be located in West Virginia. I decided on a site based on a number of factors,
a couple major ones being town size, the communities needs, and relation to a West Virginia Rail
Trail. I decided on the town of Shinnston, West Virginia. Initially, I had placed my site location along
the West Fork Rail Trail, just outside of town. Further exploration showed that this site location was
not best suited for my programming and should be moved closer to town. I moved my site closer to
town to better accommodate the needs of my building program. The town of Shinnston was gracious
enough to send me all of their available documentation to begin site analysis for my site design.
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Soil Map—Harrison and Taylor Counties, West Virginia
(Shinnston Soils)
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21

19

MCTrail - paved
This 2.5 mile trail runs along Pricketts Creek through
rural Marion County and features a 1,200 foot
lighted tunnel. It begins near Prickett’s Fort State
Park, a reconstruction of a fort built on the
frontier of Virginia in 1774. The trail is maintained
by Marion County Parks and Recreation Commission
(www.mcparc.com).

This scenic, wooded 4 mile trail follows the east
bank of Cheat Lake, and offers a playground,
restrooms, ﬁshing piers and boat docks.
It is maintained by Allegheny Energy
(www.alleghenyenergy.com).

Cheat Lake Trail - limestone

Deckers Creek Trail - paved & limestone
Beginning at Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park,
the trail parallels Deckers Creek and Scenic
Byway Route 7 east to Reedsville. It has an
elevation change of 1,000 feet over 19 miles at a
2% grade. Within the Morgantown city limits the
surface is paved, and the trail is maintained by
BOPARC (www.boparc.org). The rest of the trail has
a crushed limestone surface and is maintained by the
Mon River Trails Conservancy (www.montrails.org).

30

MONROE

Swimming Area
Boat Ramp

Information
Rock Climbing

Looking for a whole different point of view?
Float or boat the Upper Monongahela River, the ﬁrst
water trail for recreational boaters in West Virginia.
This upper section of the Monongahela River is
about 65 miles long. It starts in Fairmont, West
Virginia and ﬂows north to Ten Mile Creek, just
downstream of Rice’s Landing, Pennsylvania. To
request your free copy of the UMWT brochure,
contact the Greater Morgantown CVB at
1.800.458.7373.

Restrooms

Picnic Area

Mile Marker

Hospital

Hiking

Trailhead & Parking

Upper Mon Water Trail

H

Bike Rental

Proposed Trail

West Fork River Trail - paved & limestone
This 14.5 mile trail follows along the West Fork River
between Fairmont and Shinnston. It passes through
residential and commercial areas, as well as farmland. The trail is maintained by MCPARC
(www.mcparc.com).

!
Lewisburg

GREENBRIER

Mon River Trail North & South - limestone
The Mon River Trail meanders along the
Monongahela River from the WV / PA state line
through Monongalia County into Marion County.
Although it is one continuous trail system, the north
and south sections are separated by the Caperton
Trail. The Mon River Trails Conservancy maintains
this trail (www.montrails.org).

POCAHONTAS

20

Caperton Trail - paved
The Caperton Trail offers over 5 miles of paved
surface perfect for roller-blading, strolling, and
biking. Located within Morgantown and Star City
limits, it runs through Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park, an outdoor amphitheater, and Tugboat
Depot playground. The trail was named in honor
of Governor Gaston Caperton and is maintained by
BOPARC (www.boparc.org) and Star City.

Former railroad lines converted to trails offer
tremendous opportunities for recreation and
alternative transportation. These trails are
generally ﬂat in nature and vary from paved
surfaces to crushed limestone.
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WV-PA State Line
Van Voorhis Road
Pavement Starts - P
Star City Edith Barill Riverfront Park - P
Seneca Center - P
Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park - P
Mountaineer Heritage Park - P
Pavement Ends
Ufﬁngton - P
Opekiska - P
Monongalia-Marion County Line
Jordan
Catawba
Prickett’s Fort State Park - P

5.9
9.1
10.3
11.4
13.5
15.1
16.3
16.9
17.8
19.0

2.5

0.0
1.0
1.7

Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park - P
Valley Crossing - P
Deckers Creek Boulevard
Marilla Park - P
El Jadid & Carnegie Streets
Pavement Ends
Mellons Chapel - P
Sturgisson Chapel
Greer
Monongalia-Preston County Line
Masontown - P
Bretz Coke Ovens
Burke Road
Kingwood Pike
Reedsville- Route 92
Morgan Mine Road

Deckers Creek Trail

0.0
3.8
6.0
6.5
8.8
9.8
10.5
11.7
13.3
24.1
26.0
26.4
28.1
29.0

Mon River / Caperton Trails
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west fork rail trail through shinnston, wv

west fork rail trail

final site location

initial site location

Site Location

site
photos

PROCESS WORK:

HAND & DIGITAL

I was confronted with a very different challenge after my site change. The new site posed a large
topography change in which to needed to find a successful solution for my building to move people
from top to bottom of the change. My solution was to work in section, devising a ramp system that
worked as the core of the building.

site sections

site plan explorations & iterations

floor plan concept iterations

elevation, plan, & studies

roof studies

West
Virginia West Fork Rail Trail
ARTISTRY & EDUCATIONAL CENTER, Shinnston, WV
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Final Presentation
The following consists of final drawings and the boards from my presentation. Each
board was presented in 41” x 60” format side by side so to appear in a seamless
format along the bottom of the presentation.
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UNITED STATES, WEST VIRGINIA

HARRISON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

Rail-Trails of North Central WV

SHINNSTON, WEST VIRGINIA

\

Former railroad lines converted to trails offer
tremendous opportunities for recreation and
alternative transportation. These trails are
generally ﬂat in nature and vary from paved
surfaces to crushed limestone.

Caperton Trail

- paved
The Caperton Trail offers over 5 miles of paved
surface perfect for roller-blading, strolling, and
biking. Located within Morgantown and Star City
limits, it runs through Hazel Ruby McQuain River front Park, an outdoor amphitheater, and Tugboat
Depot playground. The trail was named in honor
of Governor Gaston Caperton and is maintained by
BOPARC (www.boparc.org) and Star City.

Mon River Trail North & South

- limestone
The Mon River Trail meanders along the
Monongahela River from the WV / PA state line
through Monongalia County into Marion County.
Although it is one continuous trail system, the north
and south sections are separated by the Caperton
Trail. The Mon River Trails Conservancy maintains
this trail (www.montrails.org).

Deckers Creek Trail

- paved & limestone
Beginning at Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park,
the trail parallels Deckers Creek and Scenic
Byway Route 7 east to Reedsville. It has an
elevation change of 1,000 feet over 19 miles at a
2% grade. Within the Morgantown city limits the
surface is paved, and the trail is maintained by
BOPARC (www.boparc.org). The rest of the trail has
a crushed limestone surface and is maintained by the
Mon River Trails Conservancy (www.montrails.org).

Mileage
Mon River / Caperton Trails
0.0 WV-PA State Line
3.8 Van Voorhis Road
6.0 Pavement Starts - P
6.5 Star City Edith Barill Riverfront Park 8.8 Seneca Center - P
9.8 Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park 10.5 Mountaineer Heritage Park - P
11.7 Pavement Ends
13.3 Ufﬁngton - P
24.1 Opekiska - P
26.0 Monongalia-Marion County Line
26.4 Jordan
28.1 Catawba
29.0 Prickett’s Fort State Park - P

Cheat Lake Trail

- limestone
This scenic, wooded 4 mile trail follows the east
bank of Cheat Lake, and offers a playground,
restrooms, ﬁshing piers and boat docks.
It is maintained by Allegheny Energy
(www.alleghenyenergy.com).

MCTrail - paved
This 2.5 mile trail runs along Pricketts Creek through
rural Marion County and features a 1,200 foot
lighted tunnel. It begins near Prickett’s Fort State
Park, a reconstruction of a fort built on the
frontier of Virginia in 1774. The trail is maintained
by Marion County Parks and Recreation Commission
(www.mcparc.com).

Hazel Ruby McQuain Riverfront Park Valley Crossing - P
Deckers Creek Boulevard
Marilla Park - P
2.5 El Jadid & Carnegie Streets
Pavement Ends
5.9 Mellons Chapel - P
9.1 Sturgisson Chapel
10.3 Greer
11.4 Monongalia-Preston County Line
13.5 Masontown - P
15.1 Bretz Coke Ovens
16.3 Burke Road
16.9 Kingwood Pike
17.8 Reedsville- Route 92
19.0 Morgan Mine Road

- paved & limestone
This 14.5 mile trail follows along the West Fork River
between Fairmont and Shinnston. It passes through
residential and commercial areas, as well as farm
land. The trail is maintained by MCPARC
(www.mcparc.com).
Proposed Trail

Bike Rental

Trailhead & Parking

Hiking

Mile Marker

H

Picnic Area

Information

Swimming Area

Rock Climbing

Boat Ramp

Hospital

Restrooms

P
P

Deckers Creek Trail
0.0
1.0
1.7

West Fork River Trail

P

Upper Mon Water Trail
Looking for a whole different point of view?
Float or boat the Upper Monongahela River, the ﬁrst
water trail for recreational boaters in West Virginia.
This upper section of the Monongahela River is
about 65 miles long. It starts in Fairmont, West
Virginia and ﬂows north to Ten Mile Creek, just
downstream of Rice’s Landing, Pennsylvania. To
request your free copy of the UMWT brochure,
contact the Greater Morgantown CVB at
1.800.458.7373.

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

RAIL TRAILS NORTH CENTRAL WEST VIRGINIA

WEST FORK RAIL TRAIL: SHINNSTON TO FAIRMONT

SITE ALONG WEST FORK RAIL TRAIL SHINNSTON, WV

Shinnston, West Virginia
39 23’ N, 80 17’W
HISTORIC PRECEDENCE: Grain & saw mills, tannery,
wagon making, mercantile, pottery, historical railroad
POPULATION: 2,200
SQUARE FEET: 1.7 sq. miles
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West Virginia Rail Trail
Public Realm/Green Space
Primary Pedestrian Walkways
Primary Access Roads
Secondary Access Roads
Service Access Roads

Final Presentation Boards

WEATHER:
Average High: 73
Average Low: 8
Precipitation High/Low: 4.8 inches/3 inches
Snowfall High/low: 20+ inches in January
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DEMOGRAPHICS:
White: 97%
Black: 0.3%
Hispanic: 1.1%
American Indian: 0.3%
Asian: 0.2%
Two or more races: 1%

My Revitalizing
Home Among
the Hills:
Placemaking & Identity in West Virginia
arts
&education center
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1 Entrance Tower
2 Entrance/Reception/Overlook
3 Gallery Space
4 Experiential Ramps
5 Shared Administration Space
6 Administration Space
7 Artistry Work Space
8 Ceramics Studio
9 Flexible Conference Space
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11 Open Classroom
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Ramp Repose & Seating
Kitchen Space
Storage Space
Mechanical Space
Seating & Exhibiton Area
Outdoor Porch
Outdoor Ampitheater
Trail Amenities: Bathroom & Bike Rack
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View of Entry to Arts & Education Center

View of Gallery Ceramics Exhibition - MountainAir Pottery

View of Building Ramp with Handrail Detail

View of Gallery Ceramics Exhibition - MountainAir Pottery

View of Building Circulation from Anteroom

View of Building Circulation from Administration Wing

View of Building Circulation from Outdoor Porch Entry

Handrail Detail for Ramp Sequence
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